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Abstract
In this paper, we describe experiments for inferring the
artistic skill of performers by analyzing pose features in a
gesture corpus. Poses were generated by having participants
play a popular Kinect dance game in our markerless motion
capture studio. Skeletal data was then analyzed for aesthetic
features derived from arts and animation theory. These
aesthetic metrics were designed to score pose features along
three dimensions: balance, asymmetry, and readability. We
applied our metrics to poses in a corpus of 10,080 annotated
frames generated from 18 dancers ranked according to their
performing arts background. This work is the foundation of
a computational cinematography approach to quantifying
artistic gesture in media by identifying observable features
that indicate performer skill. The potential application of
gesture analysis and feedback will be to inform acting logics
for virtual control of avatars and non-player characters in
videogames.

these claims have not been rigorously investigated by the
scientific community. Optical motion capture (mocap)
devices combined with computational analysis techniques
have the capacity to reveal patterns in human gesture that
were previously too subtle to empirically quantify. We are
applying computational aesthetics to analyze the mocap
data of performers in popular arts practices like dance. Our
focus is in finding out how the technique of skilled
performers differ from everyday gesture, seeking to
identify aesthetic features that correlate viewer perception
of performance quality with arts conventions.

Introduction
Our motivation for this study is to develop metrics that
computationally quantify the aesthetics of artistic gesture.
We define artistic gesture as a performed series of studied
poses and transition movements that are designed to
maximize spectator affect, as opposed to the utilitarian
nature of everyday gesture. Artistic gesture is employed by
specialized performers in the arts, including dancers,
actors, puppeteers, and animators. Although these
traditions have specific techniques that define a variety of
aesthetics, they also have the common goal of portraying a
human body in such a way as to make the figure interesting
to watch. Performing arts theorists have claimed the
existence of universal techniques for making an articulated
body visually affective, often associated with stage
presence (Barba and Savarese 2005). To our knowledge
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Figure 1: Data collection involved participants
playing a popular Kinect dance game on a
markerless motion capture stage.
We are interested in identifying gesture features that
generalize across the arts, to derive figure composition
rules that would be valid for the posing of any articulated
body. Such rules could then be applied to virtual character
control in cinematic videogames to enhance the player
experience, regardless of specific character or narrative
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content. Ultimately, our goal is to quantify and then
simulate features of stage presence in avatars and nonplayer characters (NPCs). Our approach draws from
computational aesthetic work done in the arts domain of
photographic composition. Studies in the new field of
computational aesthetics have analyzed how photography
conventions like rule-of-thirds and balance relate to viewer
perception of quality (Joshi et al. 2011). In one study,
metrics developed to quantify aesthetics in composed
photos were applied to the design of virtual camera control
logics for videogames (Swanson et al. 2012). We take a
similar approach to analyzing the visual aesthetics of posed
figures in a gesture corpus generated through playing a
Kinect dance game (see Figure 1). Pose metrics developed
for this study will be tested against media consumer
preferences in future work, and could inform the design of
virtual character control logics for videogames.

Related Work
Our approach in this paper closely relates to work in
computational inference of aesthetics and player preference
modeling for intelligent virtual camera control.
Cinematography and performance overlap in the common
goal of optimizing the spectator experience. We
hypothesize that similar design rules for generating visual
interest inform composition procedures in both domains,
and that methods for quantifying aesthetics may generalize.
Physical performers predict how the lines of their body
will read when framed by the proscenium or camera lens,
composing their gesture for maximum visual affect.
Animators employ figure posing conventions that
maximize readability and appeal, which were originally
derived from studying live actors (Thomas and Johnston,
1985). We are also following the argument that the
convergence of natural user interface (NUI) devices with
cinematic aesthetics in videogames will require more
robust character logics and player affordances based on
artistic gesture practices (Maraffi and Jhala, 2013).
Intelligent virtual characters modeled on how artists
present the body will need metrics that infer the most
aesthetically interesting poses in relation to the virtual
camera viewpoint, but so far no such tools exist.
Developing such tools requires that we study the aesthetics
of the performing arts to quantify what spectators mean
when they identify someone as a "good" or skilled
performer.

psychology methods and visual art theory related to
aesthetics. Composition rules have been studied in the
popular arts of painting, photography, and cinema. For
instance, Rule of Thirds has been implemented as a quality
inferring feature used to distinguish professional from
amateur photography. The Gestalt psychology concept of
goodness configuration, where perception is organized
according to properties like symmetry and simplicity, has
also influenced feature representation. Processing fluency
theory suggests readability features for image appeal.
Challenges include an “aesthetics gap” that stems from the
inherent semantics gap between low-level computable
visual features and high-level subjective semantics. Core
problems are predicting aesthetic and emotional responses
for cliques in the general population, and understanding
individual preferences that make some images more
appealing than others.

Drawing from Arts Theory
The closest related work to our approach, however, is a
mixed-method study that quantified the aesthetic features
of images generated through a simple photography
videogame (Swanson et al. 2012). Top-down design of
composition metrics, based on photography rules, were
combined with bottom-up statistical analysis to correlate
aesthetic quality with viewer preferences. They designed a
game called Panorama that scored and annotated landscape
images according to aesthetic rules from photography
texts. Color coded badges in the game functioned as an
aesthetic meter, encouraging players to take pictures that
rated highly for Rule of Thirds, balance, and symmetry.
Generating their own corpus of images reduced the feature
set in a way that would be difficult using photos from
image repositories on the Web. This gave them additional
control over feature dimensions through design abstraction,
such as removing color or minimizing cultural references
in the game’s representation of landscape photography.
Using their corpus to conduct a preference study, viewer
perception of image quality was rated through crowd
sourcing on Mechanical Turk. Viewers classified images
for quality using pairwise comparisons of four-alternative
forced choice (4AFC) ratings to learn individual as well as
general preferences. Their multi-class supervised SVM
analysis achieved better accuracy by reducing the choices
to a binary classification task of “good” versus “bad”. They
reported relatively accurate predictions for an arbitrary
user, and even better accuracy with less training examples
for individually learned preferences.

Drawing from Psychology Theory
A tutorial on inference of aesthetics and emotions in
images provides a good overview of the emerging field of
computational aesthetics (Joshi et al. 2011). Computational
frameworks for this area of study have been influenced by

Feature Design
Initially our gesture metrics focus on pose features in a
single frame of mocap data, rather than features of
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continuous movement. Individual poses reduce feature
dimensions to a common set employed in frame-based
media, and aligns well with aesthetic studies on image
composition. Early computational aesthetics work limited
composition metrics to photographic images even though
similar rules can be applied to time-based media.
Cinematography conventions
distinguish
between
composed shots and transition effects, with aesthetic and
semantic differences between the two types. There are
analogous pose conventions employed by dancers and
actors in the performing arts (Barba and Savarese 2005),
with even more formal principles of animation followed by
animators (Thomas and Johnston, 1985). Animation
conventions highlight the hierarchical difference between
poses and transitions in the concept of key-frames, the
primary poses designed by lead animators to have the most
impact, with transition or in-between frames being
rendered by apprentices or software. Therefore we
designed our metrics on three pose features used by
performers and animators to create interesting figure
compositions: balance, asymmetry, and readability (BAR).
Photography conventions like Rule of Thirds are utilized
in a variety of professional fields that require image
composition, including photography and graphic design
that feature figures, implying structural rules that
generalize well. Other rules used to infer aesthetic quality
in images, such as balance and symmetry, have comparable
principles in embodied art practices like acting and dance.
We suspect that composition rules in graphic and
performing arts overlap because the artists employing them
have the unified goal of catching and holding a viewer’s
attention through visual interest. Good composition
through the arrangement of shapes and lines stimulates eye
movement through the framed image space, which reflects
visual processing theories from psychology (Reber et al.
2004, Peters 2007). Like structural photography
conventions, pose composition rules are learned by stage
performers across many art forms, often associated with
pre-narrative stage presence (Barba and Savarese 2005).
Trained animators use similar key-framing conventions to
give the illusion of life to any posed figure, regardless of
story or character details. In studying features associated
with pose quality, we hope to better understand how an
articulated body can engage viewer attention in order to
establish a communication channel for delivering character
and narrative content. Our assumption is that skilled
players trained in gestural performance conventions will
consistently score higher for our metrics than unskilled
players, and therefore will produce poses that rank higher
for quality by the general public.

Figure 2:BAR features of balance, asymmetry, and
readability in a pose from our corpus, and in a ballet
dancer pose (Barba and Savarese 2005).
Balance
Skilled performing artists train at pushing the limits of
their balance, which is the first of our BAR feature set. Our
metric is designed to score higher for precariously placed
balance, or how close the figures torso approaches
imbalance, by bending from the vertical to the horizontal.
Poses that push the limits of balance are considered more
dynamic by performing arts theorists, shaping the body
into an aesthetically appealing S shape. To achieve poses
with precarious balance, performers train at shifting their
hips and shoulders in opposite directions, which counters
the weight of the upper and lower body. Our metric
measures the distance between torso sections to calculate
the steepness of the curve in a standing position. Our
balance metric has similarities to metrics in aesthetic
studies that feature photo composition rules like Rule of
Thirds and the Golden Triangle (Khan 2012, Swanson
2012), in that the head and hips of the figure are moved off
the center line to power points in the thirds region. The
assumption we are testing is that skilled performers will
bend their torso off the vertical axis to more extreme
angles than unskilled performers.

Asymmetry
While the balance feature contributes to a dynamic torso
pose, our second BAR metric of asymmetry measures how
dynamic the limbs are posed. Mirroring limb positions
across the bodies center line is considered static and boring
in performing arts theory. An asymmetrically posed body
instead has variations in limb rotations, so that one limb
may be straight while the other is bent. Asymmetric limb
poses create expressive lines that move the viewers eye
across the form of the figure, which contributes to visual
interest. Symmetrical poses may be easier to read because
the same content is reflected on each side of the body, but
asymmetrical poses are information rich and display a
higher degree of limb control by the performer. Recent
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psychology studies on symmetry and facial beauty have
shown that functional asymmetries in the natural faces of
models scored higher for attractiveness than digitally
mirrored faces (Zaidel 2005).

Readability
Our third BAR feature is how well a pose can be read by a
spectator. Performing artists are trained to be aware of
where the audience or camera is in relation to their bodies,
and adjust their torso and limbs to produce a pose that is
readable from a distance on stage. Animators likewise keyframe their poses to create a readable silhouette,
minimizing occlusions by posing a character's limbs away
from the torso. Readability is an animation principle that
relates to how expressive a pose is by how affective it is on
a viewer (Thomas and Johnston, 1985). Psychology studies
have shown that how easily an image can be cognitively
processed is related to aesthetic pleasure (Reber et al.
2004). If a pose is unreadable, it cannot convey enough
semantic information to affect spectators. Therefore,
artistic gestures are exaggerated by convention, to clearly
articulate the artists intentions. Our metric measures how
close limbs are to the body, and how much of the torso is
visible from the spectators point of view. Higher scores are
given to poses that are less visually occluded.

The asymmetry metric captures the differences between
the left and right sides of the body by considering (1) the
angles formed by the leg, knee, arm, and elbow joints
(Figure 3B), and (2) the orthogonal rotation of joints along
the three spatial dimensions. For the latter, we consolidate
the rotational angles into a single measure of rotation by
treating it as a vector magnitude. The overall asymmetry of
the joint rotations was obtained by calculating the
difference in rotation between the left and right joints. Let
θh,a denote the rotation of the joint, where the subscripts h
and a specify the left/right side of the body and the axis
along which the angle is measured. Then the rotational
asymmetry of the j-th pair of joints is given by
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Then the rotational asymmetry of the pose is given by
N
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where Nj is the total number of joint pairs. Finally, the
rotational asymmetry and the joint asymmetry are summed
and normalized over the total range of degrees they can
vary.

Metrics
We made the assumption that poses with a greater sense of
precarious balance, that is, shifting one’s weight without
falling, will be more difficult to execute and have greater
aesthetic value. As a result, our balance metric was aimed
towards capturing this intuitive notion by estimating the
amount of “lean” in the hip, shoulder, and torso. The hip
and shoulder lean are calculated by drawing a line between
the left and right hip/shoulder and calculating its angle
from horizontal. The torso lean is obtained in a similar
fashion by drawing a line between the center of the hip to
the base of the neck and calculating its angle to vertical.
Figure 3A illustrates this.

Figure 3: Illustration of the angles used for
Balance (A) and Asymmetry (B) features.

Figure 4: Application of our metrics to score poses
for BAR features. Note the readability in the top pose
is much lower due to occlusion whereas the
asymmetry in the bottom pose is much larger.
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Figure 4 shows two poses with different aesthetic
qualities. Note that the BAR features provide a qualitative
distinction between the precarious balance, asymmetry,
and readability. For example, in the top pose it is harder to
distinguish the arms from the torso (low readability),
which is reflected in the lower readability measure relative
to the pose shown below, which is much easier to read.
The readability of the pose depends, to some extent, on
the location of the viewer relative to the camera. Therefore,
a component of readability can be represented by
measuring the amount of foreshortening that occurs in the
projection of the skeletal features onto the camera plane.
Since the motion capture system normalizes the skeletal
features of each performer to standard lengths, an estimate
of readability can be obtained by calculating the ratio of
foreshortened lengths to the actual lengths of the skeletal
features.

The actor sways three times, which is captured by the
periodic motion in the balance and asymmetry plots.
Frames 675-850 (highlighted in green) capture the fullbody rotation, which produces corresponding oscillations
in the readability plot. As expected, high readability values
coincide with frontal views whereas lower values coincide
with side views where the joints are heavily occluded.

Experiment
After an initial pilot study, we applied our metrics to poses
in a gesture corpus generated through playing a Kinect
dance game in our mocap studio. Dance themed
videogames have been designed to be accessible to players
from a variety of backgrounds, not requiring specialized
skills to play. Dance is a popular art form with both
amateurs and professionals, and is the most abstract of the
performing arts, so we can focus on structural rules that
don't require a narrative component. The Kinect dance
game we had participants play was Michael Jackson
Experience (MJE). We chose MJE because the songs and
style of dance are known to a large section of the
population, and the game is designed to feature several
iconic Michael Jackson poses.

Pilot Study
An initial qualitative assessment was made in order to
determine the efficacy of using the BAR features to
characterize human poses. BAR features for three different
motion sequences, namely the “lateral stretch,” full-body
rotation, and the “arm wave,” were inspected manually.
These are compared to the baseline pose of simply
standing while facing the camera. Figure 5 plots each
BAR feature throughout the sequence of frames. The
motion sequences examined are highlighted in red, green,
and blue.
We begin by establishing a baseline for the BAR
features during a simple standing pose: the actor stands in a
relaxed position, with limited amount of motion, while
facing the camera. This is captured by the frames 14001600 (no highlight) in Figure 4.
Frames 190-335 (highlighted in red) correspond to
movements resembling the “lateral stretch” where the actor
stands facing the camera while the torso sways laterally.

Figure 5: Application of our metrics to score poses
for BAR features.
Frames 1290-1400 (highlighted in blue) capture the
“arm wave.” In this motion sequence the actor stands
facing the camera and begins a wavelike motion in one arm
that travels across to the other arm, then back again. The
actor leans into the direction of the wave, which produces a
small, but steady, change in balance that is clearly visible
as a “spike” in the balance plot.
We used the C4.5 decision tree implementation in the
Weka machine learning library (Hall at al. 2009) to learn
the participant’s preferences given binary ratings for each
pose along with its BAR features. Using a 10-fold crossvalidation procedure, the resulting decision tree was able to
rate “unseen” poses with an accuracy of 79.7 percent. The
results are summarized in the following confusion matrix
in Table 1. The number of “good” poses incorrectly
classified as “bad” (17) is larger than the number of “bad”
poses incorrectly classified as “good.”

Table 1: Application of our metrics to score poses for
BAR features.
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Data Collection
Mocap and survey data was collected on 18 adults, 7
females and 11 males ages 18-47, who were binary
classified as 9 skilled and 9 unskilled in the performing
arts. Classification was done through using a 4-choice self
survey to determine how much formal training each
participant had in performing arts practices like dance,
combined with their performance as judged by the game
scoring and an expert dancer. Participants were first taken
through a warm-up and training phase on the MJE
videogame. Then they danced the MJE choreography for
the popular song Beat It twice through, once as a practice
round to learn the choreography, followed by a final round
where we recorded their data and high game score. We
captured their gesture playing the game with a markerless
Organic Motion system running at 120fps, streaming
directly into Autodesk Motion Builder software. The
captured data was retargeted to a normalized skeleton in
Motion Builder and plotted to 6, 059 individual frames,
and imported to Autodesk Maya for final processing and
rendering. We normalized the final captures to align with
each other within a 10 frame threshold, and sampled the
global translation and local rotation values for all the major
skeletal joints to create a corpus of 10,080 annotated
frames, ignoring in-between frames that contained
transition movements.

Data Analysis of BAR Features
A total of 56 “keyframes” were identified and analyzed
along with their 10-frame neighborhood to accommodate
the likely scenario that the subjects did not arrive at their
choreographed poses at exactly the same time. We
performed principal components analysis on the data in
order to visualize and reduce its dimensionality. The
Figure 6 shows a plot of the pose data in a twodimensional space consisting of the top-two ranked
principal components in terms of variance. Note the
separation between frames corresponding to skilled (green)
and unskilled (red) performers suggesting that there is a
linear combination of the 114 pose parameters (19 joints
each with 6 translational and rotational parameters) that is
able to distinguish among the poses. As in our pilot study,
we employed a C4.5 decision tree classifier that was
trained on half of the data, which was labeled as coming
from either a skilled or an unskilled performer. The
decision tree was able to predict the skill level of unseen
poses with up to 72 percent accuracy.

Figure 6: Distribution of selected keyframe poses in
principal component feature space.

Discussion and Future Work
Though we were able to get enough pose data from dancers
playing MJE in our mocap studio, we ran into some
inherent limitations for our study using an off-the-shelf
Kinect game. We were constrained to poses required for
the MJE Beat It choreography, and the fast movements
required to play a dance game sometimes resulted in noisy
data and limb flipping. Future work includes implementing
our own pose generation Kinect game that will feature a
real-time aesthetic meter that scores for our metrics. This
will allow us to generate a pose corpus from gameplay that
is annotated for our BAR feature set, which can then be
used for crowd sourced preference studies. Lastly, we
intend to implement experiments that explicitly measure
the aesthetic connection of cinematography to artistic
gesture. In real-world media production, performer and
camera composition often happen simultaneously through
real-time collaboration. Automatically syncing virtual
character posing with camera framing would theoretically
produce the most aesthetically appealing visuals for
character interaction in videogames.
The features and methodology of modeling aesthetics
presented in this work can potentially transform the
creative quality and personalization level of artifacts
generated through procedural techniques. Most research on
procedural content generation techniques focuses on the
analysis of generation algorithms in terms of functional
value of artifacts rather than a match to the player’s
aesthetic preferences.
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